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PrefaCe

This observer training manual was developed. as a central component of

an,experimental study conducted by the Research in Teacher Education (RITE)

program of the Res2arcli and Development Center for Teacher Education at the

University off Texas at Austin. The research.effrt, Changing Teacher

Practice (CTP), was designed to increase the frequency of effective teaching

behaviors and staff development strategies in an ongoing school system.

The CTP study emerged as a consequenceof concerns that research on

teaching findings and research on teacher and school change findings were

not observable, to any great extent, in staff development programs'or in

typical American schools and. Classrooms. After more than a decade of

/systematic and fruitful systematic inquiry into teaching and school change,

the results of/that inquiry appeared to be making minimal impact upon school

practices.

RITE examine arefully the large scale studies of teaching and

schooling4as a means lko select the findings that were mint applicable across

settings and that were discovered as a consequence of the most rigorous

research procedures: This examination resulted in two documents

together, served as content for an experiment.designed to affect staff

developer and teacher behavior. A twenty-three hour intervention, conducted

over five-consecutive days prior to the opening of the 1982 school year, was

attended by a group of staff developers (principals and resource teachers)

in an,urban West COast school district. Near the conclusion of the

intervention, each participant selected from the intervention those teaching

behaviors and staff development strategies that seemed most appropriate for

his or her school site.



The observer training manual described in this document was de'veloped
?

.

as a research tool for RITE staff as we observed teachers from the first day

of school on an intermittent schedule that ended six months later. We

needed a reliable means to determine the degree ito which the teaching

'behaviors focused*upon in the intervention were present in both experimental

and control groups of teachers. .The procedures described in this manual

resulted in a high level of interobserver agreement and the observation

instrument itself. provided the necessary focus on research - derived teaching

behaviors.

Susan Barnes' contributi)n to the CTP study, through the development of

the synthesis of research on teaching document (cited in Appendix F) to the

formulation of the observation.instrument and accompanying training

materials, Was invaluab1 c. to the conduct of the research. Her work is

intellectually.sound and methodologically rigorous. This document reflects
1

'
only a fraction of her contribution to the.larger study.

It:is important to recognize that this observation system and the

methods used to implement it are research tools. They were not designed for

teacher evaluation or other purposes. We believe, however, that this system

of examining teacher behavior can be useful as one way to "see" and reflect

upon one aspect of teaching, the demonstration of research-based effective

teaching behaviors. We also believe that-teaching is a good deal wre than
1

what is reflected here and in thd CTP' study. We hope that researchers,

teachers, and others will find this manual useful but that-they will

recognize its limitations as well as its,possibilities.

ti

Gary A. Griffin

Principal 'Investigator



Introduction

7iis manual provides informati-on for conducting observations for the RITE

Changing Teacher Practice Study (Griffin, G., Barnes, S., Defino, M., Edwards,

S., Hukill, H., & O'Neal, S., Note 1). The manual is divided into six

sections. After an introduction, an overview of the observation process is

presented. The following four sections provide guidelines for each component

of the observation': the -Barnes Teacher Observation Instrument (BTOI). the

Observation Record, the Summary Paragraph, and the Student Engagement Ratings

(SER) form (Evertson, C., Emmer, E., Sanford, J., Clements, B., Martin, J., &

Worsham, M., Note 2). The appendices include a 'guidefor classroom protocol,

a list of concepts and terms, a table of.random numbers for dse with.SERs,,a

brief description of the observer training, examples of the completed forms,'

the research ba'sis for the'BTOI, and finally a'checklist for observations.

Overview of the Observation Process

Prior to the observation the observer receives a schedule of upcoming

observations. It is the responsibility of the observer to contact the teacher

(probably over the telephone) to confirm the scheduled obserVation. During

the observation the observer first constructs a floor'plan and seating chart

of the classroom. Then the observer records on the Observation Record form

the occurrence of any teaching behaviors listed on the BTOI. At ten minute

intervals the observer-also conducts a Student Engagement Rating and records

those results. After the observation a Summary Paragraph is composed. A

completed observation results in four.items: the Observation Record form, a

Summary Paragraph, a floor plan/ seating chart, and the Student Engagement

Rating form.
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Guidelines for Using the Barnes Teacher Observation Instrument

The observation instrument is intended to yield a great deal of,

information at a low level of inference. This information will include

frequencies of specific teaching'behaviors, sequence of teaching behaviors,'

number of students involved in various classroom activities., which particular

students are involved in which activities and how often, specific examples of

teacher statements; rules or procedUies, student reactions to teacher

requests, and duration of various activities.

The Barnes Teacher Observation Instrument (BTOI, Figure 1) will be used

by RITE staff members and trained observers to observe classroom teachers for

the desired t aching, behaviors. These observations aee focused onseveral.

categories of teaching behaviors: planning and preparatiOn, presentation of

content, intractions', conducting practice, conducting seatwork,. holding

students responsible for assignments, organizing the classroom, presentation

of rules or procedures, holding students responsible for behavior,.dnd

reacting to "student behavior.

The observations focus on two major aspects of classroom teaching--

instruction and classroom organization. Because of the reality of the

classroom, the focus of the teacher will often fluctuate' between these two

functions over the course or an observation. It is up to the trained observes

to decide the primary focus of the teacher and record those changes. If the

teacher is primarily focusing on instruction, then categories A-F will

generally be used. If the focus of the teacher is on classroom organization

and behavior, then categories G-J will generally be used. It is possible for

items in -category I (Holds- Students Responsible for Behavior) to be

interspersed in the observation when the teacher is instructing because of th

10
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A. Planning and preparation
1. t. allocates time per academics

2. t. posts assignments for day

3. t. posts assignments for week
4. t. provides calendar w/ass'mtS

B. Presentation
I. t. gives/seeks rationale for lesson

t. presents new info. or content

3. f. refers to previous lesson content
4. t. uses materials

a. kinds
b. supply '

c. corrections made

5. t. divides complex tasks into steok

6. t., gives demonstration
7. t. uses concrete examples
8. t. makes.comparisons
9. t. ,points out patterns

10. t.'uses ex: related to Ss interests

11. t. gives,directions
12. t. relates new activity to pre-

vic.,17.: or future activity

C.

Interactions '

1. t. asks questions where Ss provide
"tne" answer (Product ques.)
a. correct
b. incorrect
C. no answer

2. t. asks questions where Ss provide
"how" and "why" (Process ques.)
a. correct
b. incorrect
c. no answer

3. t. calls on Ss
a. non-volunteers
b. in predetermined pattern
c. accepts callouts
d. volunteers,- hands up

4. waits forSs to respond to clues.
5. 't. explains "how" or "why" the ans.

was obtained (process explanation)
6. t. accepts-academic comments by Ss

during lesson
7. t. accepts content questions

during, lesson

8. t. accepts procedure questions -

during lesson 7

g. t. answers content questions asked
by .Ss ,tfter. instruction

10. t. answers procedure questions
asked by Ss after direction-giving

D. Practice
1. t. conducts practice over new (or old)

material in whole group
2. t. checks Ss responses for

.correctness
3. t. provides feedback
4. t. moves around classroom
5. t. reminds Ss that they should be

-working or participating
6. t: reminds Ss that work will be

checked

E. Se"twork
1. t. watches class after making ass'mt
2. t. reacts to Ss hot complying

3.

4.

5.

6.

with assignment
t. circulates AS Ss work
t. scans seatwork as Ss work
t. gives individuals r.sistance
t. assigns extra creet work to
more able Ss

7. t. assigns wor:: usig higher
levels (analysis mf.'above)

F. HOlds Ss responsible for\ass'mts
1. t. makes daily homework ass'mts.
2. t. tells Ss their work\will be checked
3. t. tells Ss they mist complete ass'mt
4. t. makes ass'mts using procedure
5. t. has Ss record ass'mts in

designated place
6. t. requires Ss to keep notebooks

to store assignments , \

7.. t. collects assignments daily
8. t. checks/grades papers \

9. t. returns graded work to Ss
10. t. communicates :make-up work to Ss
11. t. relates Ss work to grades

p

cognitive,

i. .rganizes classroom
t. allocates tImeto teach rules/
procedures

2. t. states. posts, or write rules/
procedures

H. .P4sontation of rules/procedures
I. t. provides/seeks a rationale for

Jules and procedures
2., t. communicates to Ss desired attitude
3. t. communicates to Ss desired behavior
4. t. introduces groups of rules and

procedures-at different times
5. t. explains rules and procedure's in

concrete terms
6. t. demonstrates rules I, procedures

-7. t. breaks complex rdp into steps
8. t. explains cues associated w/r&P
9. t,,dembnstrates cues
10. has Ss practice r&P .

11. t. gives feedback on Ss performance
12. t. reteaches rip
13. t. communicates consequences to Ss

I.. .olds Ss'reSponsible for behavior
I. t.'observes Ss behavior
2. t. uses r8p for use of materials/areas
3. , storing Ss possessions
4. using learning centers
5. Ss use of shared materials.

cabinets
6. Ss use of T.'s desk and area
7. Ss use of drinking fountain/sink
8. St,use:of pencil sharpener
9. Ss use of bathrooms
10. , Ss use of out-of-class bathrooms,

drinking fountains, office, lib.,
resource room, health.office

11. passing out books and supplies
4'12. telling Ss which materials to

br'ing to groups

13. playground :

14. lunchroom,
t.' uses rbp for discussion

15. 'S'participation in class disc.

16. talk among Ss during academic
prescntation .-

17. _talk among Ss during seatwork
18. talk among Ss during freetime

t. uses rdp for movement
1. 19. Ss lining up to leave room

20. Ss coming and gding to other
areas of school

21. Ss movement into and out'of
groups

22. Ss leaving seats during
academic presentation

23. Ss leaving seats during
seatwork

24. Ss leaving seats during free`
time

t. uses rdp for assignments
25. ' Ss gitting.t. attention for help
26. Ss turning work
27. handing back assignments
28. Ss making up w'rk
29. Ss activities after seatwork

is finished
t. uses rdp for

30. selecting Ss for helpers
31. ' using Ss helpers
32. t. uses rdp for Ss conduct during

interruptions and delays

33. t. uses rt.p for cueing Ss attention

J. Reactions to Ss behavior
1. t, reacts to-Ss not fallowing rtr.
2. t. reacts to Ss following rdp . .

3. ,f. uses consequences -for in-
appropriate behavior

4. t. uses consequenceS for appro-
priate, behavior

5.. t. reacts to undesired attitudes
6. 4. reacts to desired attitudes
7. t. uses consequences for un-

desired attitudes,
8. t. uses conseauencis for desihed

attitudes
3

Figure 1. Barnes Teacher Observation Insy
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tendency of teachers to attend to behavior and instruction concurrently. The

:observer must decide whether each statement or action is primarily

instructional or managerial- in.,intent.

Many statements, questions', or actions will occur during- the observation

which are not included on the instrument. Since the/purgerse of observation

to document the occurrences-.of the previously, identified desired teaching,

behaviors (Appendix&F), the observer should remember to concentrate on

instances of the behaviors listed on the' instrument instead of trying to

record all,observed teacher behiviors. If some other kehaviOrs occur during

the observation which the observer judges to be important in preserving the

sense of the classroom, then the observer may record briefly a description of

the behavior in the '.'Eximple" column. In thtis Way, the observation,instrumen1

will allow for some flexibility to more accurately reflect fhe variations in

classrooms (see Appendix E for examples 0 completed forms).

'The observer will record.only the letters and/or numoc.rs which designate
1.

a Specific teaching behavior. For example, when the observer sees.a schedule

of the day's activitieson the,bulletin board, then the observer will record

"A.I" on the Observation Record.in the "Teaching Behavior column'.

Explanation of Coding Categories
\ ,
. , /

.. .

Attention will now turn to an ekplanation of the vallous coding

categories. Orly those categbries judged by the RITE staff to require

elaboration have been included.

A. Planning'and Preparation - The teacher is "looking ahead," using time fol

academics, and getting-organiied to present new information to stddeas.

1. t. (teacher)-allocates time

.Examples:

a. A statement like "Today we will have math before lunch instead o

12
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after lunch."

, b. Visible lesson plans

c. Schedules posted in the room for dffferent -activit ies

2. t. posts assignments for day

3. t. posts assignments fnr week

4.
,

t. provides calendar with assignments

4

Examples:

a. Teacher maintains an assignment Card file for student use with

each day's awilpment recorded.

b.- Teacher writes assignments for the day/week on the board.

c. Teacher passes out to each student a calendar-type chart with

assignments designated by day. This could be done on a weekly or

biweekly basis, for example.

B. ?resenfation - The teacher is actively conducting a "lesson," where a

lesson involves the presentation of new academic content or where the major

purpose of the lesson is the review of old content r,,.

1. t. gives/seeks rationale for lesson7-The teacher is telling or asking

for a reason why students will benefit from the lesson.

1. State ents like "Multiplying will be much faster than adding.a

long column of'the same numbers."

2. Questions like "Why do you think it's important to learn to

use the dictionary?"'

2. t. presents riew information o, r contentIbis will include any new

"academic" information (as opposed to procedural-information

discussed in Category H.) AcadeMic information here refers to-fa

concepts, generalizations, sOills, i.e., the cognitive focus of



teaching. .(Procedural information here refers to guidelines about

how to do something.)

3. t. refers to previous esson content--This is usually at the

beginning of the lesson andois intended to lead jilt° the new

k
) lesson. The content referred to should be from a prior lesson, AI

content referred to earlier in the current lesson.

4. t. uses materials--When the 4acher uses.thechalkboard or teacher's

manual, for'-instance, during the observation for instructional

purposes indicate in the "Example" column of tho Observation Record

a. ,kind-rwhat the material is

b. supply--ifthere is an adequate supply so that everyone has

whatever is needed to participate

c. corrections made--when the materials were printed incorrectly or.

a film projector failed to work; for instance, record the adjustments\

made.

7. t. uses concrete examples

Examples:

1. The teacher may use beans for counting.

2. The teacher may have groups of student arrange themselves in'

alphabetical order .toillustrate alphabetizing.

10, .'relakes to Ss (students) interests-_-The teacher is motivating

students by using incidents, names, or topics, for example, that

are likely to hold their attention during the academic ..

presentation.

11. t. gives directions--These are guidelines that.pertain to particular

academic tasks: whether to use pen or pencil, the page numbers of

the assignment,.come to group, i.e., guidelines related to completing



a produq.

12. t. 're'lates new activity to previous or future actiVity--"Activity"

will probably be an assignment, something the students are supposed

to do, that is related to other activities. This will usually be at

the end of the academic.presentation before practice or seatwor* is

begun or at the begirping of the lesson as an overview of the

upcoming tasks.
,

C. Interactions - The focus in this section i on discussion. It will mainly

be seen in the ,presentation portion of the lesson, however,- some

interaction will occur during "Seatwork" and "Practice:"

1. t. asks questions where Ss provide "the" answer (Proddct 'question)

Re.cdrd in the student participation coluv whether the student got

the answer correct (a), incorrect (b), or gave no Answer (c).

2. t. asks questions where students provide "how" and "why" (Process

questions) - Record the same as #1f

3. tf calls on students '

a. non-volunteers

b. in predetermined pattern:- use this codefif you can tell that the

teacher is clearly calling on students by going around the

readihg circle or going by alphabetical order, for example.

c. accepts callouts 4

d. volunteers-hands up

4. t. wait for S to respond to qUestionRecord for this behavior only

if the teacher calls upon a student and waitts for thit student to,

answer the question.

r. 5. t. explains "how" and "why13\the answer was obtained (Process

explanation) --
1

1 r



Since this is the most complicated set of codes, an "illustration of a

sequere_of questions and answers may be helpful.

. ,#.

Time / Teaching Example/ Student
,

Behavior Name/ Reaction
RP

9:00' C.1 Jotin

C.4 a

C.1 Betty

C.3.d
C.5
C.1 Ann
C.3.a b

(Teacher urrects product)

Here the teacher has asked a product question, called on a non-volunteer,

John. The teacher waited for John to answer the question which he did

correctly. .The teacher then asked another product question and called up

Betty who had her hand up. 'Betty did not answer correctly so the teacher

provided a process explanation. The teacher then aske another product

question, called upon non - volunteer Ann who also answered incorrectly.
I

Because the teacher corrected Ann by stating the correct answer (a behavior
)

for which there is no code), the observer chose to note this to indicate how
I

the interaction was concluded.

6., t.factepts academic comments by.. Ss during. the lesson (presentaticin) -a
. ; .

A
I

"During the.lesson" refers to,the time when the teacher is presenttng

i

new content. ,

9. t. answers content _questions asked)v students after instruction.

. i

"After instruction" refers
4

to the time when the. teacher has completed

the presentation of new content. , If students cannot

°successfully work with the information during seatwork, the

"lesson" may begin again if the teacher reteaches the content:

1



D. Practice - Practice here refers to "controlled practice" in math (Good et

al., Note 3) where the student as.a group work for increased speed,

accuracy, and proficiency in completing a task or problem under the-

direct guidance of the teacher immediately after the teacher has

explained the task or problem. Feedback on the correctness of responses

is quite frequent (at least every two minutes).

E. SeaIwork - Practice work that students complete' individually at their

desks.

F. Holds Ss responsible for assignments - The teacher is holding students

accountable for their academic work.

G. Organizes Classroom - Th.is As a parallel category to category "A.

Planning and. Preparation." The focus here is on classroom 'and behayior

management as it'complements the academic side of teaching:

1. t. allocates time to teach. rules/procedures - (Guidelines for

recording time here are the same as fol. category A.1.)

H. Presentation of rules/procedures - This category is a parallel to

category "B.'Presentation." The difference is that here the content of.

the presentation, deals with classroom and behavior management. For

example, the teacher, is actually teaching students how to line ap, how or

where to turn in papers. This category will probably be used only during

the first weeks of school or with individuals after that time.

O
4. t, introducgs groups of rules and procedures at different times. Use

this code if the teacher makes statements toindicate that some

rules have already been learned or some rules will be introduced at a

later-time.

8. t. explains cues associated with rules/procedures. "Cue*s" are-

behaviors or statements used by the teacher to galn,students'

9 1



attention and to prompt students to begin some procedures.

. For example, the teacher explains that switching off the light means

that students should become.silent. Cues may also be called

"signals."

I. Holds Ss-responsibTe for behavior. These codes are used to record

instances where the teacher uses rules/procedures. (presumably taught

-8 under category "H. Presenationi' at some previous time). This categbry

-!
'is grOuped into subcategories which describe use of rules and Procedures

/ for materials/ar as (1.3-14), for discussion (1.15-18), for movement

assignments0.19-24), for assignments (1.25-29), and for helpers 1.30-31). If the

teacher 'clearly refers to "our procedure" for timing in papers, or

unusual behavior is seen (for example, teacher's counting "1, 2, 3,_4,

5," for silence), or rules/procedures are posted, or a clear pattern of

student behavior emrges without obvious dOection by the teacher, then

the observer can assume some rules /procedures are operative. Enter the

code and star the entry the,first time a behavior, which seems to be a

procedure; is seen; the next time the behavior is seen enter just the

code. One suggestion to help the observer deterthine whether a statement

.refers to a procedure or not isto consider whether complete directions

are given_such that a student new to the class at that time would know

what to.do, or, whether further explanation would seem necessary.

I. t. observes Ss behavior--The teacher is obvi.Ously looking

around the rooM monitoring students' act ions (anytime except

during "Seatwork" when E.4 is used).

t. uses rules/procedures fOr discussion - These codes may

be used whenever:interactions among. students and/or teacher are

10
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occurring except for questioning by the teacher (Codes C.1,2 refer

to teacher questioning;. C.3 specifically refers to how the teacher

'choses responders).

\ 15. S. participation in class discussion - This code should be used when

\ there is evidence that the teacher has referred to a rule governing

general class cussions such as "Hold up' your hand" or "Remember.

the rule, 'Don' interrupt another person'."
.

16. TAlk among Ss during academic presentatioc - This code is intended

for use when the teacher is making a presentation, students are

,talkinzg, and the teacher refers to some rule governing conversation

during instruction.

18. Talk among Ss during free time - "Free time" occurs whenkSs have
n

completed and turned in an bssignment (if required) or have not been

gi,n an assignment.
.

J. Reactionsio Students' Behavior. These codes refer to:teacher reactions

to students who areexhibiting or not exhibiting the desired attitudes

and behaviors .(presented ,under pcategory. "H. Presentation of .

Rules/Procedures" at some previous time). This category measures the

frequency of teacher\ follor through on rOles/procedures and the

tonsistency of that follow through. The key words in this category are

"react's" and "uses consequences." If the observer gees no evidence that

the teacher is responding to inappropriate behavior (J.1), appropriate.

behavior (J.2), undesired attitudes (J.5), or desired attitudes (J.6) in'

a preplanned.manner, then' the teacher behavior is coded as a reaction to

an immediate situation. If, however, there is evidence that the teacher

responds using preplanned and previously communicated (H.13) consequencesr
for inappropriate behavior (J.3), for appropriate behavior (J:4),



Undesired attitudes (J.7) or for desired attitudes (J.8), then the

teacher behavior Is coded as "uses consequences." Notice that J.1

thrOugh J.4 refer to behavior, while J.5 through J.8 refer to attitudes.

Finally, J.2, J.4, J.6, and,J.8 refer to instances where the teacher

responds positively to student attitudes and behaviors. Here is. where

teacher compliments and other such "rewarding" behaviors, will be

recorded.

Guidellies for the Observation Record

The Observation Recorq (Figure 2) is simply the form where the

frequencies of teaching behaviors are recorded. Instructions fOr the use of

the form folloW.

Time Columt?

It is advisable to note time every three or four minutes. Every time a

Student Engagement' Rating (SER) is taken, the number of the SER should be

recorded and circled in the time column. This will allow a person analyzing

the SERs to go back to the Observation Record to determine the context of a

,particular SER.

Teaching Behavior Column

The coding unit for this column is the occurrence of a new teaching

behavior. For example, if the teacher has been circulatirg around the

classroom (code E.3) and stops to.work with an individual, the new code (E.5)

should be noted. When the teacher begins circulating again, record another

E.3.

Example/Name/Specific Rule or Procedue Column

Whenever the teacher asks questions, calls-on a particular student, uses

a material or uses, a procedure to line up, for instance, these should be noted

briefly in this column (Example column, hereafter). In the example,of the

12



teacher moving round and stopping to help an individual, the student's name or
4-1

other identifier should also be recorded in the "Example" column. If the

teacher then moves to help another indiVidual, nothing would be recorded in

the "Teaching Behavior" column of the next line but the name of the second

student would be entered in the Example column. If the teacher uses the-

overhead projector, B.4 should be recorded in the Teaching Behavior column and

"overhead" in the Example column. When the teacher asks questions (C.1,2);

one or-two questions should be recorded here for illustrative purposes.

Finally, if the teacher, uses a rule or procedure (category'I), an example of

the exact rule or a brief description of the procedure should be indicated in

this column. Any time an example of the teacher's comments or actions would

be useful in understanding the class, this column may be used for such a

record.

Student Reaction to Teacher Request or Direction Column

Whenever the teacher makes a request or directs the class or particular

students to some task or action, indicate the number of the students who

comply or do not comply. This column should also be used to record whether

particular students are generally off-task and the proOrtion of the class

which is off-task. Wien recording C. Interactions, record'whether students

answer questions correctly (a), incorrectly (b)', or give no answer (c) in this

column. Unless mention is made of off-task behavior, it will be assumed that

students are on-task, i.e., following the teacher's directions or attending

the teacher's presentations. If the teacher corrects, redirects, desists, or

cites a rule or direction, then the student'or students shouldbe counted as

off-task. If the observer sees clear violations of the teacher's directions
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or requests, then those students may be counted as off-task even if the

teacher has not reacted to the violations:

Guidelines for Summary Paragraphs

The Summary Paragraph (Figure 3) is an avenue to convey more qualitative

and impressionistic information abOut the classroom. Record information about

any critical incidents, behavior patterns, or the classroom atmosphere that

conveys 'a flavor of that classroom. Record also your general impression of

the teacher and his/her teaching.

Guidelines for Using the Student Engagement Rating Forms

Adapted for the CTP Study

At ten minute intervals, the observer should complete a Student

Engagement Rating (Figure 4) to provide researchers with a detailed

"snap-shot" of classroom'activity by using codes listed on. the Coding Key

. (Figure 5). the SER provides (1) five kinds of information about classroom

context at that t\me, (2) the number of students who can be classified in each

of eight different categories of involvement in the task at hand, and (3) a

rating of apparent student success. The observer should coniPlete the first

rating within the first ten minutes,-and cien maintain a ten minute interval

between all subsequent ratings.

To determine exactly when the first SER is taken, a random number table

is provided in Appendix C. At the start of the first observation, the

observer randomly selects a number in the table. This means that the first

SER will be taken that number of minutes into the observation. All subsequent

SERs,for that observation are done at ten minute intervals (e.g., if start

time is 9:00 and the randomly selected number' is 4, the first SER will be

taken at 9:04, the second at 9:14, the third at.9:24, and so on). The
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STUDENT ENGAGEMENT RATINGS

74P `'.\\,

Teacher # School # "oserver #

# Students Grade Date AM PM Page of

2 3 4
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..

..) . .
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,,,
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.
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,

,
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.
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Figurs/4. Student Engagement Ratings Form
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CODING KEY

Formats

1: TeacherpresentatIon to
whole class, academic

2. Teacher presentation to
whole class, procedural -

A

,

Subject Matter Codes

1. Reading

2. Spelling

3. Handwriting

3. Teacher with small group, 4. Grammar

rest on same task
5. Reading/Language Arts (comb:)

-4: Teacher with smaikgroup,
'rest on different tasks, 6. Math

same content /subject matter

5. Teacher with small group,
rest on different tasks,
different content

6. Individual activities, '-
all on same task

7. .Individual activities,
d different tasks

8. Small groups, teacher
circulating

9. Classroom routines/
procedures

10. Transition

11. Dead time

12. Adjunct Tail(

113. Other

7. Social Studies

8. Science/Health

9. Spanish/Foreign Language

10. Art

11. Music

12. Classroom procedures, routines
and rules

13. Social-emotional, affective
focus

14. Transition

15. Dead time

16. Other subject area

17. Miked (other than # 5)

18. Adjunct Activity

Success Ratings: 1 = more than half the class cannot do the task

2 = between four and half the class can't

3 = 3 or 4 can't. do it
4 = 1 or 2 dan't
5 = all are successful

Figure 5. Coding Key
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observer should take an adjacent number in the table for determining the times

of first SERs for eai subsequent, observation.`

Also, the obsery r needs to completely fill out the identification fiefik.

at the top of each SEA form. It matches, the identification field on the

obServation record forms and May be filled. out in advance to save time.

Again, this procedure is a critical safeguard against loss of valuable data-.7

Description of Classroom Context.

In order to provide information about the context in which the engagement .

rating_was taken,.the observer should indicate the format of the classroom,

the total number of adults in the classroom, the subject matter on which the'

.
teacher is focusing, the subject matter on which most of the students are

focusing, and the number of students in the class at the time 4e rating is

taken. ..

I
Classroom format. Thers.fare 13 categories avable to describe the

format of the classroom (see th ecoding Key onrp. 18)'. he codes are intended'

to represent how the-teacher has organized,or structured the class based upon.
L

activities or focus of attention of the students. In other words, the format

-codes provide an overv'Mw of how the class is. 'organized during the

observation.

Classroom Formats I and 2 are similar in that they both have the teacher

focusing-his/her attention On the entire class at ice, and the students'

\5
attention is therefore supposed to be directed toward the teacher or something

else. of central. importance. The difference is their content--whether academic C
L,

or procedural.

1. Teacher presentation to whole class,ica,demis in nature. In order to

be classified in this format; a,ctivitie in the rooM at the time must meet the

above description, and in addition must focus on academic content. Some

19
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--examples of this are: the teacher lecturing tolthe whole class; teacher

asking questions aad responding to answers from the whole class; teacher

giving a science demonstration; teacher reading aloud a story to all of the

students; teacher working at the chalkboard; teacher leading,a spelling' or-

math drill; teacher Using'an audio-visual aid, such as overhead projector,

film, or television, to which the students are expected to attend; explaining

content of assignments to the entire class; reviewing work with the class,. If

four or fewer students are doing something different while the rest of the

class is being taught in this format, then the category should still belised.

2. Teach?r presentation to whole class, procedural/behavioral., To be

coded in this category, the activities in the classroom mug.` fit the

description of instruction given above, but the topic is classroom routines,

procedures, rules, or behavior. This format-is used fre9uently in the first

few weeks of school, when it is often necessary to instruct students on

classroom and school procedures. Examples of it might be describing to the

entire class the way that they are to wear their name tags during the week,

how they are to care for'their books, how they are to enter the room in the

morning, sharpen their Pencils,.go to the bathroom or get water, how they are

to hand in their work each day, how they are to make transitions in the room

or line up to leave the room, and presentation of'an attention-gettin signal

to the entire class with an explanation of how strudents are to respond to the

signal.

3. Teacher p7entation to a small group with'others in class working

inchpendently. All out-of-group students are on the same task. This means

that every out-of-group student is supposed to be working independently on an

,ca'ciemic assignment and everyone is working on the same assignment. A typical

example is for the teacher to be having a reading lesson with a-small group,
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while everyone else in the class is supposed tube completing the same ditto

sheet.

4. Teacher presentation 'to small group with others in class working

independently. Out-of-group students are on more than'one task, but all f

their assignments are within the same content area. A typical example of this

is the teacher working with a reading group, while other -students in the class

are also engaged in.reading activities. Half of these out-of-group students

are supposed to be working with'SRA materials, while the other half are

supposedao be working on reading worksheets.

5. Teacher ptesentation to small group with others in class working

independently. Out-of-group students are on more than one task in more than

one subject matter area. A typical exaMple of this is the teacher working

with a -small group and listening to them read aloud while'some of the

out -of -group students are working OR handwriting assignments, and while others

are working on math assignments.

Formats 6, 7, and 8, are similar in that the teacher's focus of attention

is not directed toward teaching a lesson perse. The teacher may be

circulating around the room to check on students who are working on academic

assignments. The differences have to do with whether the students are grouped

or not, and whether they are working on,same or different assignments.

6. Independent individual activities. Each student is focused on his or

her own individual work. All of the students are working on the same task.

An example is the teacher telling everyone to work the ame set of 1-0 problems

out of the math book, and then circulating around the room while they are

doing it. If the teacher is actually conducting a' class discdssion by

interspersing brief questions wjth written answers Which are immediately

discussed, the format-is not cpded as.a 6, but, would instead -be coded as a 1,

.
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since the focus of the lesson wouldbe the class discussion.-
,

The focus of

Format6 is on the students all completing the same assignMent, but tqppleting

it independently.

7. Independent\indiOdual activities. Each student is focused on his or

her own individual work. The students are on different tasks. The only

difference between this and Format 6 is that more than one assignment has been

given to the students, so that not all of the students ere doing the same

assignment at the same time. There may be time when all of the students may

be working on the same thing, and then4some students gradually begin working

on something else. The convention here is that when 4 or fewer students are

doing, something different from the rest of the eiss, the.format should\be

coded as Wmat 6. When five or more studtnts a're doing something differet

°`for their individual work, the format should be Coded as Format 7.

8. Students are working in small groups. Studetts are engaged in some

kind of group activity, such as playing a game or reading the .parts of a play.

` They are doing this w ithout the direct supervision of the teacher, except when

he or she happens to monitor them. If assignments have been given by group,

but the students in^the group are not working with one another (i.e., they are

still doing, independent, individual work), it would be coded as Format 7.
I

Formats 9-13 are simigar in that they refer to situations which include
. I

all-students in the class. Four or fewer students may be engaged in group or

individual work, and Formats 9-13 will still be used., (If five or more

students are working as a group, use Formats 3-6. If.five or more students

are working as individuals, then use Format 6 and 7.)

9. Classroom.routines/procedures led by the teacher. This category

Should be used for intervals of time in which preestablished routines such as

warm-up and wind -down nonacademic activities, other procedures such as giving
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out, turning in, or handing back assignments and checking homevork or quiz

answers with no elaboration, are takincg, place under theleaders\hip of the

teacher. When a procedure-coded Format 9 is taking place, the subject matter

code should /be 12, classroom proEedures and rules.

10. Transition. This category should be used when all students (except

,four or fewer) leave the room or are moving between small groups or getting

out new materials for a different subject or differerit activity withiri the

room. Subject matter code will be 14.

11., Dead time.. This.category should be used w the entire class.(or
)

all but four,or fewer students) has been left in "dead time." The teacher has

not given them any definite assignments or communicated any expectations to

-them about vCilai they are supposed to be doing. An example of this might-be

finishing a class discdssion 5 minutes before 'lunch Wid not telling the

children what to do then,' so that they sit at their seats. ,Another example

might be students waiting for another class to come in to begin some lesson

which is team taught. Typically, dead time for an ent; e class is a. short

period of time in which the students are waiting for some, transition to begin.

It can also occur if the teacher is conducting a lesson and is interrupted or

called aside; and she leaves the students without making provisions for their

doing anything: When Format 11 - Dead time - is coded, subject matter code

yin' be 15.

12. Adjunct task. This applies to tasks that are unrelated to' the

present academic activity. For 'example, a discussion of geography in a math

class would be coded as adjunct. Other discussions of current events, social

activities and similar tasks without any clear relationship tp the subject,

matter of the class is coded as adjunct. ghen this format-code is used, the

subject matter code should be 18, Adjunct activity.
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"13. Other: If there is some activity which cannot be described tv the

p eceding categories, the observer should code theformat as 13. There should

be a clear description in the Observation Record of what was happening in the

'class at that time.

As part of the classroom context, it is equaCrimpo'rtant to review the

way in which subject matter is to be coded. The next two items, Subject-

teach focus and Subject-student focus, refer to the categories to be coded

after Format on the SER form using the subject matter codes in the right-hand

column in the Coding Key (Figure 5, p. 18).

Subject-teacher focus. The observer should note the .code number of the

subject matter on which the teacher is concentrating at the time. If the

teacher is addressing the entire class or a small group, the subject matter is

the one that he or she is teaching. If the teacher is,cieculating about the

room while the students are doing seatwork, the subject matter is that

assigned to most of the students in the room. A list of categories and code

numbers' appears below.

Subject-student focus. The observer show note the code number of the

subject matter on which most of the students are focusing. In the event that

the teacher is working with a small group (Format 3, 4, or 5), this category

applies to those students who are out of the group, working at their seats, or

at othercenters. Many times the foctis of the teacher and students will be

thesame. A subject must last for one minute to be coded.

The subject matter codes are:

1 Reading

2 Spelling

3 Handwriting

nJ
4 Grammar or other-aspects of Language,Arts or""Engli,sh"

24
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5 Reading/Language Arts (Assignments which.are a combination of the two

subject areds, including anything in Categories 1 through 4 above.)

6 Math

7 Social Studies

8 Sdience/Health

9 Spanish/Foreign Language

r

10' Art

11 Music

12 Classroom procedures and rules (see definition given for Format 9,

p. 22)

13 Social-emotional, affective focus, such as.discussion.of a fight or

students' fee ings

14 Transition definition given for Format 10, p.23)

15 Dead time (se definition given for Format 11, p. 23)

16 Othi.,?r subject area (any academic subject not included in subject,

matter codes 1-11)

17 Mixed (A combination of two subject areas being taught at the same

time other than the combination of Reading and Language Arts', which is

f
categorized as #5. An example would be math, spelling, and reading

assignments being worked on at the same time.)

18 Adjunct activity. An adjunct activity includes any instances where

topics irrelevant to the pain concern of a class are being covered, e.g., math

during history class, current events during science, teacher preparation of

materials,,grading, etc.

There may be occasions in which a single activity is occurring, but it-is

not clear which subject matter should be noted, since two subjects are

actually involved in, teaching some content. Examples of this are: learning

25
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to sing songs in Spanish and a sciente_lesson that involves the application of

math. In these cases, the observer should decide which is the primary focus

of the lesson and categorize that. This is usually evident from the daily

schedule or the teacher's announcement about the activity.

Number in class at. time. This should be the total number of"students who

were in the room and could therefore be considered in the Student,-Engagement

Rating. This,may not epresent the number of students attending class that

day, since students'may be in the bathroom or in other places in the school at

the time of the rating. The seven categories which immediately follow this

in room" should add up to the number recorded here.

Categories of tudent Engagement

Every chi d in the classroom should be rioted as to her/his engagement

using one of the categories described. .

Definitely' on -task, academic. Students classified in this category are

those working on ark academic assignment or attending to an academic

presentation, and who are very olearly paying attention tp the task. That is,

the observer is very confident that they are actually engaged in the academic

activity intended by the teacher. In order to be considW4d academic in,

nature, the students' must be receiving instruction from the teacher about some

skill involved in reading, writing, spelling, gramMar, math, etc., or some

content involved in these or other areas (e.g., social studies, science,

or they must be using such skills op content in completing an

assignme t. This category does include instructions from the teacher

beginning an academic task, or necessary for completing an academic 'task. It

does' include activities after assignments which are related to academic

skills--reading_lfbrary books, for example. If students appear on-task and

there' \\ is . no
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specific reason to suspect that a student is not oil-task, then code as

"definitely on-task."

Probably on-task, academic, Students falling in this category- are those

who are supposed to be- working on an academic assignment or attending to an

academic presentation, but who cannot confidently be said to be attending;

however, they are not definitely off-task either., Students falling in this

category might be those who are sitting at their seats with work in front of

them, but who are looking up at the wall or out the window at tAltime the

"rating is taken. The student might be thinkiing about title task, he dr she

might be resting momentarily before returning to work, or he or she Might be

daydreaming. The observer cannot tell by simply watching the student;

however, it is also clear to the observer that the teacher would not be likely

to correct the student for his or her behavior at that time; that is; it is

not clearly off:-task, unsanctioned behavior.,

Definitely on-task, procedural. Students classified in this'category are

those who are clearly engaged ins.some procedural activity which is preparatory

to beginning an academic activity, or is necessary for finishing it. Such

activiiies-include moving through transition, sharpening pencils, getting out

new materials or putting up used materials, turning in work, putting headings

on paper, collecting books from other students. Sometimes procedural tasks

involve the entire class (e.g., lining up to go next door for reading) and

sometimes an individual will be doing something4alone which can be considei-Ved

.
procedural (such as turning in a paper). It also includes class procedures,

such as lining up for lunch or dismissal, collecting ,money from students, or

any other procedure initiated by the teacher for the sake of getting something

done.
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Probably on-task, procedural. Students classified here are those whd are

probably engaged in some procedural activity, but who are not clearly doing

so. However, they are not obviously off-task or misbehaving. An example o
this would be a student who is moving across the room, and the observer

suspects that he.or she is going to a skill box to pick up some materials, but

it is not absolutely clear that he or she is'doing this and not just wandering

around. The same category would apply to someone who is waiting near a supply

area or waiting near the teacher's desk, and the observer suspects that the

wait is part of continuing some academic activity, but is not absolutely sure.

Off-task, unsanctioned. Students are classified in this category when

they are very clearly misbehaving or doing something which the teacher does

not permit. It is not essential that the teaclier correct the- students for

them to be classified here. The definition of unsanctioned behavior depends

on the rules each teacher has established for his ar'her class, and therefore,

what is unsanctioned in one room may not be unsanctioned in another.

Typically, however, behaviors which would be classified here would be:

talking to one's neighbor When this is not allowed, cheating on a test,

playing arotod in a disruptive manner instead of working, and being out of

one's seat when this is not allowed.

Dead. time. Students should be clgssified here when there is nothing

specific which students 'are supposed to be doing and when they are not

engaging in unsanctioned behavior. This would include students who are

waiting for a transition as part of the whole class and students who have,

finished all of their assigned work'and who have not been given anything else

to do.
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No data (Can't se?). If there are students in the classroom who cannot

be seen by the observer; they should be included in this category. This would

include those who are working behind dividers and any student .-:hose back is to

the observer when it-is necessary to see the face in order to make an accurate

rating. This category wou ld not include students who were out of the room at

the time the rating was taken, since these students are not counted in the

"# in room" for that particular rating.

Degree of Student Success

Taking a Student Engagement Rating includes an assessment of the apparent

level of student success over the past ten minutes' activity_. The observer

should estimate and rate, during whatever activity when the SER is obtained,

the extent to which students could perform the task, deManded by the activity.

If the activity has been procedural, then a rating should be made on the basis

of the number of students who have been successful in following.the procedure:

When the activity has involved student performance or work on -assignments,

theOthe observer. should estimate success from whatever aspects of student

work that have been observed over the-ten minute interval. If the activity

has been a teacher presentation, then success must be judged by students'

responses to teacher questions and any other indications of students' lack of

.understanding 'or failure to learn.'

Level of individual student success means at a moderate or high level.

That is, a student.is able to perform or work at acceptable levels without '

4.

encountering. frequent failure. An occasional error or misunderstanding should'

not be considered as evidence for a lack of success. If a child does not

engage in a seatwork assignment at-all, assume no success for him/her.. The

following list of numbers correspond to differing. apparent levels of success.
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5 = Very_high; all students appear successful (moderate or high) at this

point in the activity

4 = High;.most students appear successful, but one or two may not 'be

able to perform the task

3 = Moderate; three or four do not appear to be

performing successfully

2 = Fair; between four students and up to one-half ofthe class

are unsuccessful

1 = Low; more than one-half of the class cannot ,,the

task

If the activity is continued through more than one SER, the rating of-suCcess

should pertain only to student performanCe during the time since the previous

EER.

O
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Appendix A

A Guide to Classroom Protocol for the Observer.

The'following list of recommendatiOns. is intended to prevent problems

from arising.- Some of them deal.with officenmanagement and some of them deal

with the presence of observers, in the schools. It is suggested thatell:

observers read these carefully: the different items might serve-as reminders

to those already versed in classroom observation in addition to assisting

novice observers. Should there be any remaining questions or cpncerns, it is

advisable to discuss them with the person responsible for observer training.

1. On the first occasion to observe a teacher, the observer needs to

introduce him- or herself and identify the research project being .

represented. The observer should ask where the teacher would like

him/her to sit, yet be certain that most of the students and classroom

are visible from that location. If the observer is aware that visibility

may be a problem, he/she may request another seat.

2. On the day of the observation, the observer should ,arrive,about 15

minutes early to begin a floor plan and seating chart.

3. All notes and forms should be completed in ink or ball-point pen; pencil

wears and-does not photocopy clearly.

4. Be certain that all identification field information at the tops of the

forms and at the bottom of floor plans and seating charts is filled in.

Check the SER form for completeness and accuracy as well: Be sure the

total number of students (# in room)equals the next seven categories:

("# def. on through "can't see").

5. After each obtervaticn, all materials should be checked in

and filed in the appropriate places. A completed observation should

yield the following items:
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a. Observation Record form

b. floor plan and seating chart

c. Student Engagement Rating form

d. Summary Paragraph

6. One useful way to disseminate information.of observers is through an
N

Observer Bulletin Board. Notes with feedback, new information, observer

assignments, and requests for clarification of completed forms may be

posted there. If this system is used, it is imperative that observers be

instructed to check the board frequently, especially as they begin to

turn in materials.

7. The Barnes Teacher Observation Instrument should be consulted

as needed during any given observation. If problems arise in coding a

particular behavior, the observer may make a note and look't up in the

guidelines later. Again, if a clear decision is not possible the observer

should discuss that situation with the person responsible for observer

training.

8. In coding, the observer should be as inconspicuous as possible. He or

she should avoid standing up to look at someone more closely, making eye

contact with students, or following students around the room.

9. The observer should not respond to students' comments or questions in any

but the most perfunctory manner possible. Usually this type of reaction

dissuades students from continuing to interact with an observer.

10. The observer should avoid leaving or entering the classroom in the middle

of a teacher presentation. Leaving during a transition or during

seatwork is preferable.

11. Observer. should try to learn the names of the students being/observed as

soon as possible. Fill in the students' first names on seating charts as
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they are heard, and include students' names wherever possible on the

Observation Record form.

12. The promise of confidentiality to all participants must be kept. For

this.reason, observers are advised not to discuss a particular teacher or

student with anyOne.

13. Being inconspicuous means dressing in such a way that observerS4

fit into the background. ,The best rule of thumb is to'dress neatly and

conservatively in a way that won't draw attention from pupils, teachers,

or principals.

14. Part of being as inconspicuous as possible, and related to items 12 and

13 above, 'is talking as little as possible with teachers or other

r

observers about the participants. Generally speaking, observers should

try to remain involved and occupied with their coding. If a teacher

speaks to an.observer, his/her response should be pleasant, sympathetic,

noncommital, and brief. Observers should not 'ive advice or evaluative

feedback of any kind on a teacher's performance. They are present only

as observers and not as supervisors or critics.
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Appendix B

Concepts and Terms Adapted from the

Classroombrganization and Management Studies

and Missouri Mathematics Effectiveness Project

Academic refers to facts, concepts, generalization, skills, i.e., the

cognitive focus, of teaching.

Dead Time* is an interval of time in which the student or students

apparently have nothing that they are supposed to be doing. They are either

between activities, or have been left temporarily by the teacher with no

provision made for their becoming involved in an instructional activity.

Directions - guidelines that tell students how something is 4 be'dOne to

complete an academic task, i.e., the requirements of an assignment.

Inappropriate student behavior* includes inatteattpa or unsanctioned

behaviors that involve only one or two students, such as whispering during a

teacher presentation, writing notes, eating snacks, etc.

Interruptions* are defined here as distracting events which could force

the teacher's attention (and often also the class's attention) to some

unplanned event. This might include a messenger coming into the room from the

office, an announcement over the loudspeaker, a fire drill, a fight in the

room between two students, or a student beingyick and being sent to the

office.

Monitoring* means maintaining surveillance of the students in the

classroom. A good monitor knows as much as possible about what is happening

)in the classroom at all times, with respect to both student behavior and

academic progress. A teacher monitors students' work by circulating around

the room, checking papers, redirecting the misguided, and encouraging

appropriate behavior.
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,On-ta
/ II

k* is another way of wing "doing what you are supposed to be

doing"; of -task is -another way of saying "doing what you are not supposed tq

/

be doing" "not doing whatyou are supposed to be doing." For example; if a

student j' working on an assignment or is turning in an assignment at the
/

teacher's desk, that student is on-task. On the other .hand, if students are

talking while the teacher is.explaininqafi,assignment, or if the teacher has

ipStructed the students to takeout paper and pencils and students are reading

books instead, they are off -task. Note that whether or not a student is on-

or off-task should not be judged as necessarily' good or bad; it depends on the

teaching situation.

,Practice** here refers to the "controlled practice" in math where the

students as a g-roup work for increased speed, accuracy, and proficiency in

completing a task or problem under the direct. guidance of the teacher

immediately after the teacher has explained the task or problem. Feedback on

.the correctness of -responses is quite frequent (every 2 minutes).

Procedures* include routines established by the teacher to facilitate

/- functioning of the class. A procedure is a set of guidelines about how-to do

something. If the procedure is used on a i-egular basis, it becomes a routine.

The most important characteristic of a procedure is that it has been planned

and presented to the class as a way of doing. something.. In classes with

simple, clearly defined procedures, there is little ccifusion and shorter

transition. Procedures may include lining up to sharpen pencils, distributing

.paper and books, using a "helper," collecting student work in designated

folders, etc.

4.

Rules* are similar to procedures in that they are established/agreements

about behavior in the classroom, but they are more often definitions of what

not to do. When rules are carefully chosen and communicated by the teacher,
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students have clear ideas of sanctioned and unsanctionedbehavior in that

class. Rules may govern when.talking is allowed, when it is appropriate and

inappropriate to move around the class, chew gum, eat snacks, etc.

Seatwork** is practice work that students_ complete individually at their

desks.

Signals* or various cues may be used by a teacher to get students'

attention, to tell the class to get quiet, or co vey other messages. In some

classrooi4s, a teacher may signal by standing at a certain plaCe in the room,

turnin(on theaoverhead projector, or making statements such as "All eyes on

the board." In other classrooms, a teacher may signal by ringing a bell,

'snapping his/her fingers, turning off the lights, or making statements such as

"Let me see your eyes." The teacher may also use posture,.movement, or eye,

contact as signals. Signals are most effective when they are consistent and

deliberately used. Often the teacher presents important signals to students

at the beginning of the.year and teaches the expected` responses.

Transitions* are intervals of time between academic activities in which

the primary activity is moving from one thing to another. This may include

actual physical movement of students or it may beta matter of replacing some

materials and get-L. ng out something else. The,length and efficiency of

transitions are factors affecting the smooth functioning of a class.

adapted from Evertson, C., Emmer, E., Sanford, j., Clements, 8., Martin, J.,
& Worsham, M. Classroom Management Improvement Study Interim Progress Report:'
Research Desi gn and Methodolo . Austin: Research and Development Center for
Teac er ucation, e, University of Texas at Austin, 1980.

**
adapted from'Gcod, T., Grouws, D.,,Beckerman, T., Ebmeier H., Flatt, L., &

Schneeberger, S. Teaktar-\Manual: Missouri Mathematics EffdCtiveness P oject,
Columbia: University of Missouri, September 1977.
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Appendix D

A Brief Description of Observer Training

Ten observers were trained.to, use the observation system. The

observation system consisted of two quantitative instruments (Barnes Teacher'

Observation Instrument, p. 3, and Student Engagement Rating form, p: 17) and

one qualitative instrument (Summary Paragraph, p. 16). The first day of

ttaining.included an overview of the Changing Teacper Practice Study and a

general introduction to the research background upon which the study was

based. An explanation of the categories and individual codes on the Barnes

Teacher Observation Instrument followed. Observers then practiced recognizing

the teaching behaviors bn the Barnes Teacher Observation instrument by coding

typed narratives and videotapes of classrooms. Observers coded only brief,

two-page sections of,,the narratives. After the two pages were coded, the

group discussed the respons The same technique of short practice sessions

with frequent feedback and reinforcement was also used with the videotapes

(five minute segments) on the first day of training.

The second day of training included more practice on the Barnes Teachet

Ob4ervation Instrument and training in the use 'of the Student Engagement

Rating form and the writing of the.Summary Paragraph. Because videota,szs morr

closely approximated the actual classroom, more emphasis.was placed upon die

videotapes on the second day. Again practice. was intersperted. with i.

discussion. Since each classroom observation in the Changing Teacher Practice

Study was scheduled to be one hour in length, the length of time spent coding

videotapes was gradually increased. Coders eventually coded continually for a

period of thirty minutes using the-Barnes Teacher Observation Instrument and

the Student Engagement Rating form. After each videotape a Summary Paragraph

was also written.
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After thetwo days 4 training, measures of nterobserver agreement were

taken. Interobserver agreement for the frequencies of teaching behaviors on

the Barnes Teacher (lia rvation Instrument was .89. Interobserver agreement on

the Student Engageme t Rating form was .83. Since the Summary Paragraph was

impressionistic data, no quantitative standas, wereto be 'a source of

applied.
O



Appendix E

Examples of Completed Forms

Time Teaching
Behavior

Example/ ,

Name/
Specific Rule or Procedure

Student Reaction
to Teacher Request
or Direction

B9
,

.

B11 )
A2

e
-9:54 (4) B4a laminated assignment poster /boar

BI1

C10

.

David

F2, F3 .

B11.

121

C10

B11

.

J4 names on boardunder happy face

125

, .

9:59 133, 121 "Bears group is next"

JI
.

,, B11

, 117

J1 Richard, we wasted .two minutes

B4a teachers manual

MOO 111
Were taking a test today; take
pencils & pass down

.

J1
.

Tammy

BII

..

J1

,

-
,

.

Ii, J1, 133 "Sara, shhhh!" with finger to li s ,

B11

Teacher No.

Schobl

42 Observation Record

.20 Observer 75

41 49

. .

Date 10-20-22

Page 6



Teacher #

Appendix E (continued)

STUDENT ENGAGEMENT RATINGS

42 School # , 20

# Stu-dents .30 "Grade 2

\
1

Date 10-20-82

2 . 3

Observer # 75

PM Page 1 of 2

5

Time . \ 9:23 9:33 9:44 9:54 10:04

Format # of adults '4 2 4 1 4 2 4 2

Subj.-T. 2 1 1 1

Subj.-Ss. 5 1 1 17(1/14)

27# in room 20\ 20 20 27

# def. on, acad. 20 19 19 18 20

# prob. on, acad. 1 '1

#. def. on, proc. \1

# prob. on, proc.

# off, sanc.

# off, unsanc.

# dead

# can't see

Ss Success 5 5 5 5 J 4

6 8 9 10

TiMe 10:14 10.24 10:34

Format # of adults 4 2 4 2 4 2

Subj.-T. 12 12 1

.

Sub.-Ss. 1

4 in room

# def. on, acad. R5 26 25

# prob. on, acad. '- 2

# def. on, roc. 1

# prob. on, proc.

# off, sine.

# off, unsanc.

# dead
,

# can't see

Ss Success

42 1.1)



Appendix E (continued)

Summary Paragraph

critical incidents: none

behavior pat rns: Clear tendency to'say "shhh!" with finger

to lips. Uses a dinner bell to signal students, sometimes to

change groups, sand also to return, to whole group: She will

ask many product questions, then a process question - "How do

you know this word is. and not (some other one)?"

Whenever students couldn't answer the process question, she

would revert to a set of product questions such as "What

letter.does this start with?" or "What sound does it-make?"

leading them through steps, until students do generate the

answer.

general impression: The pace is constant; the work all
. -

morning is reading with no let up. Left the observer

feeling draifted. The teacher was very active and interacted

in a comfortable manner with her students.

School 20

Observer 75 Date/Page 10-20-82
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Appendix F

Research Basis for the Barnes Teacher Observation Instrument

The teacher behaviors forming"the basis for the Barnes Teacher

Observation Instrument were identified py.the line of research generally

referred to as "teacher effectiveness research" (Medley, 1980). In those

studies teachers and students in a variety of settings were observed for

Periods of time and their behaviors recorded. From these observational

records,, teacher behaviors which related to student learning as measured by

standardized tests were then iden ified. An operational definition of the

effective teacher emerged frOm this line of research. The effective teacher

is the teacher whpse cl'sses regularly score higher on standardized

achievement testsIthan do Classes Of other teachers of similar students after

entering differences among classes are statistically removed (Good & Grouws,

1977; Brophy & Evertson, Note 1;.Good & Grouws, Ate 2; Stallings, Needels, &

rStayrook; Note 3).

At the present some effective behaviors for some grades and some subjects

and with some groups of students have been identified and tested. 'Certain

dangers do exist for misuse and bvergeneralization of the findings.from

teacher effectiveness research. Most studies produced correlational results.

Researchers themselveS have been careful to point out the limitations of this

type of research: 'Consumers. are cautioned not to assume causal relationships

between teaching behaviors and achievement. Because the researchers were

unable in mosfscases to control many variables that impact upon achievement,

the findings cannot be used as recipes for successful teaching. Consumers

have also been cautioned not to overgeneralize even these correlational

relationships to new grade levels or subjects or for all types of students

since some evidence, as Well as common sense, suggests that these factors

interact with effective behaviors (Brophy ti F.vertson, Note 1).7 Keeping these
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limitations in mind, specific findings in the broadly-defined areas'of

learning environment, managerlient of behavior, classroom instruction, and

teaching style can be identified to serve.as content in inservice training.

Criteria for Selection of Research Studies

The specific findings serving as content for inservice training were

derived from research studies which met several criteria. Studies were

conducted using research methodologies which could be verified as being

procedurally rigorous and not open to interpretive question. The findings,

which emerged from "real" classroom settings rather than laboratory settings,

are amenable to precisR and clear translations to practitioners, and relate

directly to demonstrable concerns and/or problems of teachers and teacher

educators (Griffins' Note 4). Recognized experts in the field were also

consulted and their recommendations of studies which met these criteria were

`,considered.

Descriptions of Selected Studies

Three sets of major research efforts provide most of the findings

selected for inclusion in the inservice content. The major topics of interest

in one group of studies were management and organization of the classroom.

The work of Brophy and Evertson on the Correlates of Effective Teaching

Project begn with correlational studies in the second and third grades.

Other studies based upon their work eventually moved into other grades and

subjects, including an experimental study in reading at the first grade level

and a descriptive study in math and English at the junior high level.

The second set of studies which began with the work of Good and Grouws on

the Missouri Mathematics EffectiveneSs Project were correlational studies of

teachers and students in third and fourth grade mathematics. Later,

experimental studies.based on these findings were conducted in sixth, eighth,
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and ninth grade math. Major emphasis in these studies has been on systematic

instruction.

The third set of studies began with the work of Stallings on the Follow

Through evaluation of the Planned Variation programs. Data for the

correlational study were collected for reading and math in grades 1 and 3.

These findings served as a basis for extending research into the teaching of`

basic ,reading skills in grades 7-12. Both a correlational study and an

experiMental study were conducted at 'this. level. The emphasis in these

studies has been on a program of effective instruction in reading skills.

Other studies have contributed in some way to this synthesis of findings.

The work on the Follow Through evaluation in Florida by Soar and Soar.and the

work by McDonald and Elias on the Beginning Teacher Evaluation -Study

contribute some important findings.

Caution on variable names. Due-to the problems posed when' various

studies coin. their own operational definitions for variables, some caution is .

advised in interpreting this compilation of findings. Efforts have been made'.

to examine original coding and observation instruments in order to determine

exactly what behaviors comprised a variable. In some cases, inferences.were
A

made which may, of coarse, be in error. The reader will. notice that variable

terms or descriptions may not be exactly those stated in an original report.

This occurs because an effort was made to reduce the multitude of variables-to

--a more manageable number by combining categories which appeared identical or

very similar but carried different labels across different studies,

Another problem involves the indication of repeated significancefor some

variables in replication studies. For instance, in some cases.researchers-on

the first study in a prOgra6 of research found significant relationships

between a particular variable.and student achieveMent. In the next study of
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the set, researchers may have designed an experimental treatment based on

those significant findings. It was felt that if that treatment was

significant in increasing achievement, then the variables involved' should

again be credited with significaTice even if-the researcher did not explitqly'

state that it was so in the report,. The experimental study, in effect, added

supportive evidence for the significance of that variable.

Selected Findings 'on the Learning Environment

One area of teacher effectiveness research producing some of themost

consistent findings has been research on the learning environment. Each study

included in this review found positive, relationships between classrooms

broadly described as "work-," "task-" or "academically-oriented" and student

achievement gains (Emmer, Evertson, & Anderson, 1980; Good & Grouws, 1979;

Brophy & Evertson, Note 1; Evertson, Anderson, & Brophy, Note 5; Evertson,

Emmer, & Brophy, Note 6; Good & Grouws, Note 7; Stallings & Kaskowitz,_Note

8; Stallings, Note 9; Stalling Needels, & Stayro6k, Note 3).- The terms,

"work-," "task-," or "academically-oriented," usually describe classrooms

where teachers expect and require students to pay attention, to work

persistently toward completion of assignments, to exhibit cooperative

attitudes, and, in general, to concentrate on academic activities rather than

socializing. The amount of time allocated to academic tasks has been

significantly related to student achievement in several studies (Evertson.;

Anderson, & Brophy, Note 5; McDonald &Inas, Note 10.)

This general description of the learning environment associated with

effective teaching is composed of the collection of specific teacher behaviors

found separately in different projects. These behaviors include having "high

achievement expectations" for students regardless of their-entering ability

levels (Good &Grouws, 1977; Brophy & Evertson, Note 1), assuming the role of
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;'instructional leader," hiking personal "responsibility for students'

learning",(Lmmer,.Evertson, & Anderson, 1980; Gcod & Grouws, 1977; B.ophy &

Evertson, Note 1),Iand "...cmmunicatng expected behaviors and attitudes"

explicitly to students (Emmer, oiartson, & Ande -on, 1980; Brophy & Evertson,

Note 1)..

Ano+her broad factor, "a warm, supportive errvironment," was also

consisten,tl y found to be positively related to student achievement in most of

the studies reviewed here (Emmer, Evertson, & Anderson, 1980; Good & Grouws,

1979; Brophy & Evertson, Note 1; ; EVertson, Anderson, & Brophy, Note 5;

Stal'ings, Needels, & Stayrook, Note 3). To achieve this warm, support-rye

environment, some teachers "praise" students frequently when praise is

deserved, "respect student. contributions" to class (Evertson, Anderson, &

Brophy, Note 5), and provide "specific praise" which is offered in an

appropriate-Manner (Anderson, Evertson, & Orophy, 1979). Effective teachers

are generally confident and'-gnthusiastic (Evertson, Anderson, & Brophy, Note

5). Having a warm, supportive environment is apparently more beneficial for

low socioeconomic status (SES) students who respond .better to more

"individual, private contacts" with the teacher (Brophy & Evertson, Note 1;

Evertson, Anderson, & Brophy, Note 5) and to more positive "teacher affect" in

general (Brophy & Evertson, Note 11. Stallings (Note'9) reports sigRiftcant

positive relationships between "all positive interactions" and student

achievement and, significant negative relations between "all negative

interactions" and student achievement. Students .0f:higher abilities ben fit

`from learning situations where the teacher allow_ them some "autonomy" (Brophy

& Evertson, Note 1). Most students-regardless of ability level apparently

benefit from teachers who maintain a basically "orderly lassroom" (Good &

Grouws, 1977; 1979) and.do not allow a prevalence of "soial" conversation
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(Stallings, Needels, & Stayrook, Note 3)4 The optimal limits for social

conversation and creative disorder have yet to be established.

In summary, teachers who establish both a task- or work-oriented

atmosphere in the classroom and a warm, supportive environment are providing

students with a successful learning environment.

Selected Findings on Management of Behavior

The findings related to management of behavior are organized here into

those teaching behaviors that concern administration of the classroom,

prevention of misbehavior, and reaction to misbehavior. The studies examined

here essentially agree with Kounin (1970) that effective teachers actively

seek to prevent misbehavior through anticipation of problems and planning how

to avoid those problems, rather than waiting for misbehavior to occur and then

disciplining the students.

Classroom Administration

In, the area of class{oom administration the effective teacher is

described as being "well-organized" (Stallings, Needels, and Stayrook, Note

3). Evidence that the teacher is well-organized comes from several observable

behaviors. These include having "clear rules and procedures" which will

probably be written and may be posted for students to read (Emmer, Evertson, &

Anderson, 1980). Rules and procedures are so important to organization that

they ly actually be taught to the students using generally recognized

principles of' instruction where the teacher introduces the rules, gives a

rationale for the rule-, demonstrates and gives examples, monitors as the

students practice the rule, provides feedback, and eteaches:if necessary

(Emmer, Evertson, & Anderson, 1980). Effective teachers are able to establish

routines and procedures to guide and regulate pupil behaviors while still

maintaining a desirable degree of flexibility in the classroom. Rules and
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procedures are used to reduce the complexity f the classroom for both

students and teachers, not to hamper the teach is decision-making process

during class.

When the time for class arrives, effective teachers treat that time as a

valuable resource. These teachers begin class promptly and move students from

one activity to another smoothly and quickly (Brophy & Evertson, Note 1;

Evertson, Emmer, & Brophy, Note 6). To encourage this ease of transition,

classrooms are arranged so that students may move to new areas or pick up

needed supplies with as little disruption as possible to other students or the

teacher. Effective teachers also take into account the need to see and be

seen during all class activities. A!- a cc-sequence, furniture is arrangeo

that all students can see chalkboards, assignment sheets, or other areas used

by the teacher when communicating with the class, and the teacher can see all

students most of the time (Emmer, Evertson, & Anderson, 1980).

In summary; the effective teacher-:administrator decides which behaviors

and attitudes are acceptable, designs classroom procedures and rules to foster

those behaviors and attitudes, and actually teaches.rules and procedures in an

instructional setting. Students are surrounded by the attitude and supporting

c behaviors that indicate time is precious and not to be wasted by disruptions.

Prevention of Misbehaviors

The geberal behavior used by effective teachers to prevent student

misbehavior is to be actively involved with the students for most of the

classtime (Good & Grouws, 1977; 1979; Brophy & Evertson, Note 1; Evertsbn,'

Anderson, & Brophy, Note5;.Stallings,_Note 9; Stallings; Needels, & Stayrook,

Note 3). Effective teachers do not, begin class with roll, give a short-
,

explanation Of the day's lesson, make a long individual reading or seatwork

assignment, and then settle down at the desk to grade papers or make lesson
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plans. Effective teachers provide active instruction (described in more
4

detail in a later section) to much of the class and limit the time spent by
A

students in seatwork (Evertson, Anderson, & Brophy,. Note 5). When effective

teachers do make seatwork assignments,' students are reminded that they are

accountable both for their behavior and their assignment (Emmer, Evertson, &

Anderson, 1980; Good & Grouws 1979; Evertson, Anderson, & Brophy, Note 5).

The effective teachers monitor the classroom carefully to check for both

success in the task and appropriate behavior (Anderson, Evertson, & Brophy,

1979; Emmer, Evertson, & Anderson, 1980; Good & Grouws, 1979; Brophy &

6ertson, Note 1; Evertson, Emmer, & Brophy, Note 6; Stallings, Needels, &

Stayrook, Note 3). However, they do not become involved with individuals to

the exclusion of the rest of the classroom (Stallings, Needels, & Stayrook,

Note 3) for long periods of time:

Effective teachers tend to respond with certain behaviors when they spot

problems beginning to deveylop. Emmer, Evertson, and Anderson (Y980) found

that effective teachers may "signal the appropriate behavior" by using a

previously taught signal or sign to warn students when they are getting

off-task, "establish eye contact" with potentially disruptive students, and

use .a "variety of rewards" to provide positive reinforcement to those students

who successfully comply with rules and procedures. In summary, effective

teachers try' to prevent misbehavior by maintaining active involvement with

their students even during seatwork, and reacting to problem situations as

they e-e developing.

Reaction to Misbehavior

Despite the best classroom organization and efforts in prevention,

misbehavior by students sometimes occurs. When this happens, effective

teachers are quick to respond. This is an important behavior since some



styles of discipline suggest ignoring misbehavior. Effective teachers not

only react, they usually stop misbehavior quickly (Emmer, Evertson, &-

Anderson, 1980; Evertson, Emmer, & Brophy, Note 6; Stallings, Note 9).

The effective teachers name specific students rather than refer to the

whole class when they act to stop misbehavior. They cite specific rules which

are being broken rather than making general requests for order (Emmer,

Evertson, & Anderson, 1980).. When a rule is broken,,effec:tive teachers are

"consiStent" in enforcement (Evertson, Emmer, & Brophy, Note 6) and tend to

use "milder, more informative" forms of punishment (Brophy & Evertson, Note

1). In summary, the effective teachers react to misbehavior promptly, focus

on specific students and rules, and enforce rules consistently.

Selected Findings in Classroom Instruction

The findings related to classroom instruction are organized into teaching

behaviors that prepare students for the lesson, present the content, of the

-

lesson, enable students to practice afterfter the presentation, and evaluate

student learning. Most of the studies examined for this synthesis support

what Good and Grouws (1979) have called a "system of instruction."

Preparing Students for the Lesson

Part of a systematic instruction pattern involves preparing students for

a newt lessor. Effective teachers begin with the basics, securing-students'

attention before proceeding with the lesson (Brophy & Evertson, Note 1).. From

this point effecti;ie teachers use one of several strategies including "stating

objectives of the lesson clearly" and explicitly for students (Emnier,

Evertson, & Anderson, 1980), giving a rationale (Anderson, Evertson, 8LBrophy,

1979; Emmer, Evertson, & Anderson, 1980; Good &. Grouws, 1979), or 'reviewing"

content of previous lessons needed for the upcoming presentation (Good &

Grouws, 1979). These strategies apparently motivate the students toward
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academic achievement and orient the students to a particular subject at a

particular time. In summary, the effective teacher makes sure the students

are paying attention and have some idea, not only of what they are going to

do, but why they are going to do it.

Teacher Presentation of the Lesson

When effective teachers conduct a lesson over new material, they tend to

take an active part in presenting that material (Good & Grouws, ,1979;

Evertson, Anderson, & Brophy, Note 5; Stallings,. Note 9). Effective teachers

are "clear in their presentation" of content (Emmer, Evertson, & Anderson,

1980;Good & Grouws, 1977; 1979; 'Brophy & Evertson, Note 1; Evertson, Emmer,

& Brophy, Note 6) and present that material in small steps, especially when

they are teaching low ability students (Brophy & Evertson, Note 1). Often the

teacher presentation involves teacher-led "discussion" (Evertson, Anderson, &

Brophy, Note 5; Stallings & Kaskowitz, Note 8; Stallings, Needels, & Stayrook,

Note 3) and'"pupil recitation" (Stallings & Kaskowitz, Note 8) rather than

lengthy lecturing by .the teacher. Apparently the effective teacher attempts

to.mpose students to the new material, move along at a reasonably "brisk

pace," and maintain "active participation by the students" simultaneously'

(Anderson; Evertson, & Brophy, 1979; Emmer, Evertson, & Anderson, 1980; Good &
wi

Grouws, 1977; Brophy & Evertson, Note 1; Evertson-i-Emmer;& Brophy, Note 6;

Stallings, Note 9). During discussion/recitation, effective teachers ask

questions that students can answer with a "high degree of success" (Emmer,

Evertson, &-Andecson, 1980; Brophy & Evertson, Aote 1). Effective teachers

"vary the cognitive level" of the question according to the ability level of

the students (Evertson,'Emmer, & Brophy, 1980; Brophy & Evertson, Note 1) or

the instructional goal. Soar and Soar (1972) found that students profited

from "highly focUsed learning tasks" when the Measure of success was concrete
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learning. However, when the measure of success was abstract, complex

learning, students profited more. from "moderately focused learning tasks" and

"information giving and receiving" between teacher and students.

After the presentation of new material the effective teachers often

conduct some form of "controlled practice" over the new material with the

whole class (Anderson, Evertson, & Brophy, 1979; Good & Grouws, 1979; Brophy &

Evertson, Note 1; Stallings, Needels, & Stayrook, Note 3). The teachers

"monitor student responses" carefully to be sure that students are performing

successfully. While students practice, the effective teachers can "provide

feedback" on student performance. Stallings and Kaskowitz (Note 8) found that

both "positive feedback" and "negatiye feedback" were positively related to

achievement in elementary grades but in secondary basic skills classes

"negative feedback" was negatively related (Stallings, Note 9). In other

studies feedback took the form of "praise" for academic 'performance (Evertson,

Anderson, & Brophy, Note 5) or simple "nonevaluative feedback" (Good & Grouws,

1977). In the case of incorrect-responses by students effective teachers

provide "supportive" but corrective feedback (Anderson, Everts,on, & Brophy,

1979; Stallings & Kaskowitz, Nate 8; Stallings, Note 9; Stallings, Needels, &

Stayrcok, Note 3) or provide "process feedback" showing the student how to

achieve the: correct answer (Good & Grouws, 1977). The use of controlled

practice during or after the presentation allows,the effective teacher to

catch errors early before students begin work on their own (Anderson,

Evertson,, & Brophy, 1979 Brophy & Evertson, Note 1). By attending to student

understanding of both content and teacher directions at this point in the

lesson, effective teachers increase the opportunities for students to be

succes:tul in subsequent seatwork and homework (Good & Grouws, 1979; Brophy &

Evertson, Note 1 -). In summary, effective teachers actively lead instruction
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while maintaining both student participation and student expectations for

success. The effective teachers also' have students practice new material

while the teacher checks for student understanding of both content and

directions before the teacher allows students to begin individual seatwork.

Student Practice After the Presentation

When the effective teacher is reasonably satisfi d that students

understand the content, students are given a common se work assignment for a

small portion of the class period (Good & Grouws, 1979; Evertson, Andersoh, &

Brophy, Note-5; Stallings, Needels, & Stayrook, Note,3). , During seatwork the

effective teachers continue to monitor the class and physically move about the.

room (Good & Grouws, 1979). They do not take seatwork as an opportunity to

catch up on grading or next week's lesson plans.(Good & Grouws, 1977). If a

few students are still confused, the effective teacher gets the class started

on the assignment and then works with individuals. Students are held

"accountable" for both their assignment and their. use of time during seatwork

(Good & Grouws, 1979; Note 7). Effective teachers-do not usually make long

seatwork assignments or long "silent" or "leisure" reading assignments

(Stallings, Needels, & Stayrook, Note 3), but they do regularly assign some

small amount of "homework" (Good & Grouws, 1977; 1979; Brophy & Eyertson, Note

1; Evertson, Emmer, & Brophy, Note 6; Good & Grouws, Note 7)vthat provides

students the opportunity f drillfurther drll and practice over the lesson. In

suLary, effective teachers provide individual practice opportunities, but

limit the time students ,..,ork individually and continue to stay actively

involved with the class.
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Selected Findings on Teaching Style

The findings on teaching behaviors related to teaching style are

organized into teacher interactions with students during instruction and

organization of instrudtional activities. Findings on teaching style again

reflect active involvement by the teacher as well as involvement by students.

Interactions with Students

Effective teachers provide opportUnities during instruction for extensive

discussion or "questibning." This is one sanctioned way teachers allow

students to,yeceive teachers' attention (Evertson,' Anderson, & Brophy, Note

5). Teachers may initiate participation by one of several methods - "calling

on specific students in a systematic pattern" (Brophy & Evertson, Note 1),

accepting "volunteers" (Good & Grouws, 1977; Evertson, Anderson, & Brophy,

Note 5) or accepting "call outs" in low ability classes (Evertson, Anderson, &

Brophy, Note 5) or middle ability classes (Good & Grouws, 1977). Effective

teachers also "wait for some response" from students, especially low ability

students (Brophy & Evertson, Note 1). If the student gives an incorrect

response to the question, effective teachers may "probe,' "rephrase," "prompt"

(Evertson, Anderson, & Brophy, Note 5; Stallings, Note 9; Stallings, Needels,

& Stayrook, Note 3) or "provide the correct answer" to the question (Brophy &

Evertson, Note 1). If the student gives a partially correct response, the

effective teacher "accepts the substance" of the correct parts of the answer,

prOvides some feedback to the student, and moves the lesson along (Brophy &

Evertson, Note 1). These teacher responses to student answers help maintain a

"brisk pace" in class discussions (Good & Grouws, 1979; Evertson, Anderson, &

Brophy, Note 5). A brisk pace is especially helpful to classes with higher

ability students (Brophy & Evertson, Note 1). Effective teachers may ask

questions of varying cognitive levels from simple, straightforward requests
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for verbatim recall to questions requiring students to state aA,opinion or

process questions asking students to describe how they arrived at an answer

(Good & Grouws, 1977; Evertson, Anderson, & Brophy, Note 5; Evertson, Emmer, &

Brophy, Note 6). Effective teachers stress students' understanding of the

meaning of the content in question rather than the form of the students'

responses (Good & Grouws, 1977; 1979). When questioning students over the

lesson, effective teachers ask questions which students can answer at high

'rates of success, 70% for high ability students and 80% for lower ability

students (Brophy & Evertson, Note 1). In summary, effective teachers

encouAge interactions where students are expected to participate and to be

challenged but still be successful.

Organized Instructional Activities

The effective teacher organizes instructional activities to provide

students with activities that are interesting and meaningful and to use

grouping patterns which fit the task. The effective teacher recognizes 'the

basic importance of motivation for students. One teaching strategy associated

with motivation is "relating class content to the interests of the students"

(Emmer, Evertson, & Anderson, 1980). Effective teachers "follow prescribed

curriculum" (Brophy & Evertson, Note 1), move briskly through that curriculum,

especially with high ability students (Evertson, Anderson, & Brophy, Note 5),

and rely heavily on "workbooks and textbooks" (Stallings & Kaskowitz, Note 8;

Stallings, Note 9). In appropriate situations effective teachers use "special

materials" which are matched to the ability level of the students, especially

with low ability students (Emmer, Evertson, & Anderson, 1980; Brophy &

Evertson, Note 1).

Most studies found strong positive associations between certain grouping

patterns and student achievement. "Whole class" or "large group instruction"
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is the most prominent grouping 'pattern (Good St, Grouws, 1979; Stallings &

Kaskowitz, Note 8). In the report on Phase I of a project designed to teach

basic s?ills in secondary schools, Stallings (Note 9) reports positive

ce.lationships for "small group insiruction" and students taking turns "reading

d::cw,i." Strong results related to grouping were also found for ability

grouping by Stallings, Needels, & Stayrook (Note 3). Here-low ability

students did better in homogeneously grouped classes where instruction was at

a slower pace but fast enough to maintain interest.

In summary, effective teachers,_carefully organize instructional

activities to both motivate students' and provide appropriate practice in the

lesson. They also teach most lessons to the whole class and use small groups

only for particular instructional purposes or subjects.

Summary.

This background of research on teaching from large-scale, .classroom-

based studies provides a profile of one definition only of an "effective

teacher," where effectiveness is measured by student outcomes on standardized

tests. In addition, the profile is limited to areas of teaching which have

recently received heavy research emphases; learning environment, management of

behavior, classroom instruction, and teaching style (in the terms of this

synthesis). While it is recognized that these areas do not form a complete

picture of teaching, the findings do indicate some teaching behaviors found to

be associated with increased student achievement in math and reading at the

elementary school level. The effective teachers in these -studies tended to

establish a work-orientation .in the classroom while maintaining a warm,

supportive environment. They also are well-organized and place much emphasis

on management of the classroom in order to optimize the productive use of

time. During class effective teachers stay actively involved with students to
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prevent misbehavior and intervene promptly to stop misbehavior. When

present-if-1g new material many effective teachers use a .systematic instruction

plan which includes gaining students' attention before beginning the lesson,

making a clear presentation, allowing students to practice new skills,

monitoring and providing feedback, assigning individual seatwork, and

evaluating students' responses. Effective teachers generally interact with

the whole class during classtime and move students through discussions at a

brisk pace /with a high level of student success.

From these results teacher educators can develop programs to train

persons in the particular skills that have been demonstrate& by effective

teachers. These research findings support many common teaching practices and

answer criticisms that educational research has no relationship to real

classroom problems and situations. While there are other conceptions of good

teaching which view teaching as an art or as a job requiring certain

philosophical or psychological orientations, the purpose of this review was to

examine the findings of classroom-based research and not the assumptions

underlying this particular approach to the study of teaching. At present if

school emphasis is on achievement in basic skills as measured by standardized

achievement tests, then this research provides teachers with behaviors that

facilitate increases in achievement and still allow adaptation to fit

particular classroom needs. Finally, these findings are guidelines for

increased effectiveness and are not intended to be foolproof recipes for

teaching.

The reader who is interested in a more detailed discussion of the

research on teaching, presented in a brief form here, is referred to Barnes

(Note 11). Good (Note 12) provides a thoughtful discussion of the state of
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the art in the research on classrooin teathiiig and generates avenues for

further research.
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Appendix G

Checklist for Observations

Receive schedule-

Check materials needed for observation

observation instrument

observation record

SER form

- random number sheet

Conduct observdtion

Turn in materials

observation record form

summary paragraph

SER form

floor plan and seating chart

Be sure to check over Observatior'Record for cryptic notes, incomplete

examples, etc.
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